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From the
Editor-in-Chief
Dear readers,
Thank you for joining
Quarterly Access for its
second issue of what has
already been a turbulent
year for international
politics.
President Trump’s turn to
unilateral foreign policy
measures and isolationist
trade policies signifies a
concerning shift in great
power politics. As a security
guarantor in both the
European and Asia-Pacific
region and global hegemon
in trade rules, the retreat
of the US under President
Trump leaves a vacuum for
developing powers such as
China and Russia to grasp
at this opportunity for global
and regional influence. In
this context, what role can
Australia play?

The second issue of
Quarterly Access for
the year focuses on the
emerging opportunities
for Australia to utilises its
middle power capacities
to position itself as a
favourable trade, cultural
and climate change partner.
James M. Carey opens the
issue with an exploration
of how Australia can
better utilise its ‘cultural
diplomacy’ to develop
stronger partnerships
with Pacific countries. In
view of China’s expanding
influence through its aid and
development funds, James
recommends that Australia
utilise the transformative
power of cultural exchange
to foster likeminded
partners in the region.
Jake Kite assesses the
benefits of the recent free
trade agreement between
Australia and Peru. Jake
argues that the agreement
needs to be recognised as
an important development

in Australia’s continued
improvement of economic
and cultural ties with Latin
America, a region that
Australia has historically
overlooked.
Chris Smith contends
that in the climate of
uncertainty and suspicion
toward China’s regional
influence, Australia should
try to engage with China on
climate change by focusing
on critical projects such as
the Belt and Road Initiative.
In the context of shifting
power dynamics and the
questioning of established
world orders, Quarterly
Access aims to contribute
to the discussion by
bringing unique and critical
perspectives from young
professionals and graduates
in Australia.
Happy reading,
Tamara Tubakovic
Editor-in-Chief
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Earlier this year, in response to a question about
what keeps him awake at night, former Australian
Foreign Minister Gareth Evans admitted to
regularly pondering on whether Australia is using
its ‘middle power’ status effectively.1 But he’s
not the only one who should be concerned. The
question of how Australia can better leverage its
position in international affairs needs examining
by many Australians, particularly in the context of
aid distribution within the Pacific region.
The Lowy Institute reports that the Chinese aid
system, which does not employ rigorous reporting
and accountability systems like Western donors,2
has injected more than US$1.7 billion in aid into
the Pacific region between 2006 and 2016 and is
continuing to increase.3 This article argues that, in
response to increased Chinese aid in the Pacific4
– which is distributed partly to influence how a
state develops, how its economy is structured, and
whom it trades with – ‘cultural’ diplomacy provides
an opportunity for Australia to retain its important
standing in the region. Cultural diplomacy involves
deepening cultural connections between states
through establishing inter-polity communication
using cultural artefacts. For Australia, this
deepening of relations with Pacific neighbours is
not for immediate, reciprocal economic gain, but
for greater cultural connection between the states.
This could allow Australia to remain influential
over normative behaviours – the accepted
behaviours allowed in a society – that govern the
Pacific region. Consequently, cultural diplomacy
could help Australia secure like-minded partners

1

2

ABC Radio National, 2018, ‘Gareth Evans on Optimism
and the Power of Diplomacy’, Australian Broadcasting
Corporation, 5 January, accessed 13 June 2018,
< http://www.abc.net.au/radionational/programs/
whatkeepsmeawake/gareth-evans-on-optimism-and-thepower-of-diplomacy./9231890>.
Larry Diamond, 2008, ‘The Democratic Rollback - The
Resurgence of the Predatory State’, Foreign Affairs,
March/April, [online], < https://www.foreignaffairs.com/
articles/2008-03-02/democratic-rollback>; Jonathan
Pryke, 2018, ‘The bad – and good – of China’s aid in the
Pacific’, [online], Lowy Institute, accessed 9 July 2018, <
https://www.lowyinstitute.org/the-interpreter/bad-andgood-china-aid-pacific>.

3

Jonathan Pryke, 2018, ‘The bad – and good – of China’s
aid in the Pacific’, [online], Lowy Institute, accessed 9 July
2018, < https://www.lowyinstitute.org/the-interpreter/badand-good-china-aid-pacific>.

4

The ‘Pacific’ region is defined using the Australian
Department of Foreign Affairs and Trade definition. A list of
states that fall within this regional definition can be found
at: http://dfat.gov.au/geo/pacific/pages/the-pacific.aspx.
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in the region that more closely share Australia’s
national values.
Competition in the Pacific:
Australia’s New Reality
Addressing the AIIA’s national conference in
2015, Foreign Minister Julie Bishop outlined a
plan to focus Australian diplomatic efforts on
“economic diplomacy”. This includes the mandate
for Australia’s “Heads of Mission [having] a KPI
based on increased economic activity that they
are able to generate with the host country.”5 This
means that Australian diplomats in the Pacific
have been given a mandate – now described
as “DFAT’s role in trade and investment”6 – to
increase bilateral investment and encourage
greater consumption of Australian commodities.
However, this focus on achieving greater economic
cooperation between Australia and Pacific nations
has been accompanied by an absolute decrease
in Australia’s Foreign Development Aid (FDA)
budget. The budget will remain at AUD$4.2 billion
for another four years7 and has been described as
“its lowest level since the 1970s”.8
Although Australia’s economic commitment
to developing the Pacific region remains a
priority through aid, development funding, and
the aforementioned ‘economic diplomacy’,9
the decrease in aid and development funding
has opened a vacuum for Chinese influence.
Comparatively, China has increased aid and
5

Julie Bishop, 2015, ‘Australian Institute of International
Affairs National Conference’, speech, [online], Minister
for Foreign Affairs, 19 October, accessed 15 June 2018,
< https://foreignminister.gov.au/speeches/Pages/2015/
jb_sp_151019a.aspx?w=tb1CaGpkPX%2FlS0K%2Bg9ZKE
g%3D%3D>.

6

DFAT, 2017, ‘Economic diplomacy: DFAT’s role in trade and
investment’, [online], accessed 15 June 2018, <http://
dfat.gov.au/trade/engage/economic-diplomacy/pages/
dfats-role-in-trade-investment.aspx>.

7

Ben Doherty and Eleanor Ainge Roy, ‘In Australia’s
historically low aid budget, Pacific gets lion’s share’, The
Guardian, [online], accessed 15 June 2018, < https://
www.theguardian.com/australia-news/2018/may/09/inaustralias-reduced-aid-budget-pacific-gets-lions-share>.

8

Dr Nichole Georgeou and Dr Charles Hawksley, 2016,
‘Australian Aid in the Pacific Islands’, [online], Australian
Institute of International Affairs Outlook, <http://www.
internationalaffairs.org.au/australianoutlook/australianaid-in-the-pacific-islands/>.

9

DFAT, 2018, ‘Development assistance in the Pacific’,
[website], accessed 20 June 2018, <http://dfat.gov.au/
geo/pacific/development-assistance/Pages/developmentassistance-in-the-pacific.aspx>.
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development spending in the region over the
decade between 2006 and 2016.10 China has
sought to use this development and aid funding
as a means to promote Chinese national interests
through the concentration of infrastructure
projects into specific large-scale programs that
favour Chinese investment.11 One example
includes China’s acquisition of the short-band
radio frequency previously employed by the ABC
to broadcast in the region, expanding Chinese
influence over broadcasting in the region.12 This
direct competition for aid and development
influence is now Australia’s main challenge in
the region because, per capita, development and
aid spending is higher in the Pacific region than
anywhere else in the world.13 The Pacific region,
too, is home to 10 of the top 25 states with the
highest proportion of overseas development
assistance (ODA) as a proportion of their national
income.14 This is important, as international aid
does not exist outside of foreign policy objectives.
Foreign aid does increase human welfare globally
but does so within the anarchical international
system. As such, a state does not give aid to a
foreign state without achieving foreign policy
objectives.15 Therefore, when a region is as reliant
upon aid as the Pacific is, foreign policy can
be significantly advanced in the region through
foreign aid.

10 Lowy Institute, ‘Chinese aid in the Pacific’, [website],
accessed 18 June 2018, < https://chineseaidmap.
lowyinstitute.org/>; Michael Safi, 2015, ‘China increases
its aid contribution to Pacific Island nations’, The Guardian,
[online], accessed 15 June 2018, <https://www.
theguardian.com/world/2015/mar/02/china-increasesaid-contribution-pacific>.
11 Jonathan Pryke, 2018, ‘The bad – and good – of China’s
aid in the Pacific’, [online], Lowy Institute, accessed 9 July
2018, < https://www.lowyinstitute.org/the-interpreter/badand-good-china-aid-pacific>.
12 ABC News, 2018, ‘China takes over Radio Australia
frequencies after ABC drops shortwave’, 22 June, [online],
Australian Broadcasting Corporation, < http://www.
abc.net.au/news/2018-06-22/china-takes-over-radioaustralias-old-shortwave-frequencies/9898754>.
13 Matthew Dornan and Jonathan Pryke, 2017, ‘Foreign Aid
to the Pacific: Trends and Developments in the Twenty‐First
Century’, Asia & the Pacific Policy Studies, vol. 4, no. 3, pp.
386–404.

Consequently, while Bishop claims that Australia’s
FDA reduction will ultimately be a good thing
for the Pacific region,16 it is increasingly clear
that Australia’s relinquishing of certain regional
aid and development projects has resulted in
increased Chinese influence – a development that
could restrict Australia’s goals of ensuring that the
Pacific region remains aligned with core Australian
values. A region of likeminded countries would
be in the direct interest of Australia, as shared
values would undoubtedly facilitate better trade
agreements and partnerships with Pacific states.
In view of China’s rivalry in the Pacific region and
the decrease in Australia’s FDA, how can Australia
best leverage its place in the region to strengthen
cooperation with Pacific states?
Cultural Diplomacy:
Producing Sites for Deeper Understanding
One area where Australia could arguably develop
its connection to Pacific states to create mutual
understanding of shared goals and interests
between populations is ‘cultural diplomacy’.
‘Cultural Diplomacy’ involves governmental
programs that allow populations to interact with
each other through cultural artefacts. Those
artefacts can reflect any aspect of the state’s
culture, and can involve food, visual art, literature,
cultural exchange programs, academic exchange
and overseas student programs, and language
classes to name a few.
An important example of cultural diplomacy
is the way in which the European Union (EU)
conducts its foreign policy. The EU uses cultural
diplomacy through external relations to produce
situations in which it can achieve greater
mediation of differences with foreign states,
foreign populations, and allow EU citizens to better
understand others.17 This form of diplomacy
aims to transform patterns of state behaviour by
introducing and reshaping existing values and
state interests. Cultural diplomacy is different
to public diplomacy as it aims to create inter-

14 Ibid.

16 Julie Bishop, 2018, ‘The New Aid Paradigm’, speech,
[online], Minister for Foreign Affairs and Trade, 3 July,
accessed 5 July 2018, < https://foreignminister.gov.au/
speeches/Pages/2014/jb_sp_140618.aspx>.

15 Clair Apodaca, 2006, Understanding U.S. human rights
policy: A paradoxical legacy, New York, US: Routledge;
Glenn Palmer and Clifton T. Morgan, 2006, A theory of
foreign policy. Princeton, NJ: Princeton University Press.

17 European Union, 2016, ‘New European cultural diplomacy
platform launched’, [online], accessed 30 June 2018,
< http://ec.europa.eu/dgs/fpi/announcements/
news/20160401_1_en.htm>.
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public connection through cultural artifacts18 with
the aim of improving intercultural relations for
its own sake, and not as a means to a specific
end.19 Where DFAT defines its public diplomacy
projects as deliberately aiming to “inform, engage
and influence audiences overseas”,20 effective
‘cultural diplomacy’ aims to create shared cultural
knowledge not to influence or produce immediate
economic benefit, but to mediate differences
between populations through culture – be it food,
art, dance, literature – to shape the conditions
within which significant advances in deepening
inter-state relationships can be achieved.
Currently, cultural engagement in the region
remains underdeveloped. Compared to the
AUD$206.6 million budget for regional aid
spending in the Pacific for the 2018-19 financial
year, only between “$400,000 and $500,000”
was made available for the Australian Cultural
Diplomacy Grants Program in 2018-19.21 While
funding programs that may not deliver an
immediate and quantifiable economic benefit
for Australia may seem an unproductive use of
resources, one must remember that the aim
of diplomacy is not solely that of increasing
economic gain: diplomacy’s role is to mediate
between states. Professor Oran Young argues
that diplomacy is a set of established, consistent
practices with recognisable roles and fundamental
norms that govern behaviour for the management
of interstate relations.22 By adhering to these
behavioural guidelines, diplomacy has the ability
to “constrain activity, and shape expectations,”
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which effectively control international systems.23
When understood in this way, cultural diplomacy
can provide Australia the chance to better
understand Pacific nations through cultural
exchanges. It also provides a means for Australia
to persuade states to change priorities to align
with Australia’s interests. This type of exchange
in the form of ‘cultural diplomacy’ has shown
promise in building shared cultural understanding,
which makes mediating the differences between
the societies easier. As sites for cultural exchange
aim to allow for better understanding of foreign
publics, and a more positive view of a foreign
public amongst a domestic public,24 this form of
diplomacy allows states to seek common ground
with foreign publics to identify where there are
shared beliefs and goals.

18 Iver B. Neumann, 2013, Diplomatic Sites: A Critical
Enquiry, New York, US: Columbia University Press, pp.
1-14.

Results of such exchange can dramatically
increase connection between societies not
normally considered as sharing common
understanding. One such example of this
connection between seemingly disparate polities
is embodied in the 2008 New York Philharmonic’s
Pyongyang concert that ended with a rendition
of Korean folk song ‘Arirang’. This cultural olive
branch, partly orchestrated by the US State
Department, was met by applause “for more
than five minutes… orchestra members, some
of them crying, waved. [North Korean] people in
the seats cheered and waved back, reluctant to
let the visitors leave.”25 This, too, came amidst
what was described as a “low point in US—North
Korean relations”26 – a relationship not exactly
famed for its amicability at the best of times.
This is illustrative of cultural diplomacy’s ability
to overcome political disagreements to open
diplomatic sites for engagement where previously
it would not have been possible.

19 Maurits Berger, 2008, ‘Intrdouction’, Bridge the Gap,
or Mind the Gap? Culture in Western-Arab Relations,
Netherlands Institute of International Relations
‘Clingendael’, [online], <https://www.clingendael.org/
sites/default/files/pdfs/20080100_cdsp_paper_berger.
pdf>, p. 3.

23 Robert O. Keohane, 1988, ‘International Institutions: Two
Approaches’, International Studies Quarterly, vol. 32, p.
383.

20 DFAT, ‘Public Diplomacy Strategy 2014–16’, [online],
accessed 20 June 2018, <http://dfat.gov.au/people-topeople/public-diplomacy/Pages/public-diplomacy-strategy.
aspx>.

24 Cynthia P. Schneider, ‘Culture Communicates: US
Diplomacy That Works’, in eds. Melissen, Jan, The New
Public Diplomacy: Soft Power in International Relations,
Basingstoke, UK: Palgrave Macmillan, pp. 147-168.

21 DFAT, ‘International Relations Grants Program: Australian
Cultural Diplomacy Grants Program 2018 Guidelines’,
[document], accessed 20 June 2018, available at: <
http://dfat.gov.au/people-to-people/public-diplomacy/
acdgp/Documents/acdgp-grant-guidelines-2018.pdf>.

25 Daniel J. Wakin, 2008, ‘North Koreans Welcome
Symphonic Diplomacy’, New York Times, [online], 27
February, accessed 27 April 2018, <https://www.nytimes.
com/2008/02/27/world/asia/27symphony.html>.

22 Oran R. Young, 1989, International Cooperation: Building
Regimes for Natural Resources and the Environment,
Ithaca, NY: Cornell University Press, p. 32.

26 Patricia M. Goff, ‘Cultural Diplomacy’, in in Cooper, Andrew
F., Heine, Jorge, Thakur, Ramesh (eds.), The Oxford
Handbook of Modern Diplomacy, Oxford: Oxford University
Press, p. 431.
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By producing shared cultural knowledge without
the need for specific and reciprocal financial
gain, ‘cultural diplomacy’ can significantly
improve the chances of allowing Australia to
shape the Pacific region, and allow it to compete
with growing Chinese influence not through
a dollar-for-dollar spending model which may
soon become impossible. As China increases
aid and development spending in the Pacific,
it may employ aid that comes with “no strings
attached”.27 This has already been done in states
like the Philippines, and has seen China recently
become the biggest aid donor to Africa.28 Given the
region’s reliance upon aid, this “opaque”29 form of
lending or spending may be attractive. However,
by deepening the cultural connections that already
exist between Australia and its Pacific neighbours
– be those sport, artistic, or education – Australia
could shape how further aid is spent by respective
states. If aid is given without any stipulation on how
a portion of it should be spent, Australia’s ability
to shape accepted domestic and international
behaviours could ensure that money is spent in
ways that ultimately benefit not just the recipient
state, but also Australia. The argument, then, is
that as ‘cultural diplomacy’ is a government-led
action, the cultural artefacts shared or created
or consumed are not as important as using that
cultural object to genuinely engage in mediation
between cultures. Genuine mediation between
Australia and its Pacific neighbours could provide
Australia with the ability to shape the Pacific not
for any specific monetary gain, but to ensure that
Australia can affect how our nearest neighbours
see themselves, the region, and their relations with
Australia and the rest of the world. This could help
to ensure that even as the make-up of aid donors
changes in a region defined by its need for that aid,
states may look to Australian normative practices to
model how they should construct institutions, laws,
and their economic system.

Conclusion
By responding to the question of how Australia can
more effectively leverage its place in international
affairs to achieve national interest, this article has
argued that greater funding for cultural diplomacy
could give Australia a significant advantage
in continuing to politically, economically, and
culturally shape the Pacific region, not through aid
or development spending, but through highlighting
shared goals and interests between the Pacific
states and Australia. By investing not just in
actions that elicit an immediate economic benefit,
Australia could retain influence in a region that is
becoming the centre for Chinese primacy.
However, increasing the cultural diplomacy
budget does not fit with Australia’s current
economically-driven diplomatic agenda. As
mentioned previously, the shift towards ‘economic
diplomacy’ has refocused Australian diplomacy in
the Pacific region from mediation towards a focus
on integrating the disparate economies with the
intention of creating economic interdependency.
This is evidenced even in DFAT’s guidelines for
what is required of a cultural diplomatic program,
which state that it must “establish networks
and exchanges… and international partners,
to expand audiences and markets.”30 Although
the focus on integrating Pacific economies will
provide immediate economic benefit, the long
term alignment with fundamental Australian goals,
including democratic governance and human
rights, will allow Australia to compete with far
larger economies in the region and allow Australia
to shape the region to best reflect its national
interest. Cultural diplomacy could allow Australia
to retain its ability to influence the region’s longterm direction and, perhaps, allow a certain
distinguished Australian to sleep at night.

27 Xinhua, 2018, ‘China’s aid to Philippines has no strings
attached: FM’, [online], XinhuaNet, accessed 9 July
2018, < http://www.xinhuanet.com/english/201803/09/c_137027879.htm>.
28 Kafayat Amusa, Nara Monkam, and Nicola Viegi, 2016,
‘How and why China became Africa’s biggest aid donor’,
[online], accessed 9 July 2018, <https://theconversation.
com/how-and-why-china-became-africas-biggest-aiddonor-57992>.
29 Jonathan Pryke, 2018, ‘The bad – and good – of China’s
aid in the Pacific’, [online], Lowy Institute, accessed 9 July
2018, < https://www.lowyinstitute.org/the-interpreter/badand-good-china-aid-pacific>.

30 DFAT, ‘Australian Cultural Diplomacy Grants Program’,
[online], accessed 20 June 2018, < http://dfat.gov.
au/people-to-people/public-diplomacy/acdgp/Pages/
australian-cultural-diplomacy-grants-program.aspx>.

Wide, Wide Pacific:
The Australia - Peru F TA signals
a new era for Australia in Latin
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While the Peruvian Football Federation gets
friendly with Australia ahead of their upcoming
match at the 2018 World Cup, off-the-pitch
relations between the two countries are also at
an all-time high.1 On the 12th of February 2018
Australia welcomed its distant pacific neighbour
to Canberra for the signing of the Peru-Australia
Free Trade Agreement (PAFTA). Although it may
not attract as many headlines as the AustraliaPeru World Cup clash, finalising the PAFTA should
be recognised as one of many recent milestones
for Australia in its continued improvement of
economic and cultural ties with Latin America, a
region that for decades has been overlooked by
Australian foreign policy-makers.
Despite a long period of diplomatic indifference,
the PAFTA is representative of a significant shift
in Australia’s stance towards not only Peru, but
Latin America as a whole. By committing to the
agreement in addition to signing the Trans-Pacific
Partnership (TPP) and seeking entry into the
Pacific Alliance, Australia has demonstrated that
it is serious about expanding its relations with the
continent. As such, Australia is increasingly in a
position to benefit from the emergence of Latin
American nations as economic players in the
Pacific, acting as a conduit for trade between its
economic partners in Asia and the newcomers
from across the ocean.

trade from 2015.3 In light of the PAFTA’s broad
range of outcomes, this trend can reasonably be
expected to continue.
Highlights of the agreement include the opening of
Peruvian markets to Australian dairy farmers, as
well as the immediate removal of duty on a variety
of Australian products, ranging from wine and
wheat to pharmaceuticals and medical devices.4
Additionally, within five years Peru will eliminate
tariffs (up to 17 per cent) on Australian beef,
allowing Australian exporters to compete with their
US counterparts.5 Educational links between the
nations are also set to be strengthened, with the
recognition of Australian degrees in Peru.6
The PAFTA, likewise, is good news for the Andean
nation. Minister for Trade and Tourism, Enrique
Ferreyros, stated that it was his nation’s “most
ambitious so far”.7 He hailed the significance
of the PAFTA for Peru in gaining access to “one
of the most important markets in the AsiaPacific region.”8 This access, according to some
estimates, translates to a doubling of Peruvian
agro-exporter output to Australian markets.9
Peru was an obvious choice for a new longterm partner in Latin America. Experiencing a
huge expansion during the 2000s commodities
boom, Peru’s economy has since stabilised and

An overview of the agreement:
its outcomes and Peru
The PAFTA was announced by Prime Minister
Malcolm Turnbull in Vietnam at the 2017 AsiaPacific Economic Cooperation Summit. Prime
Minister Turnbull stressed that “The region cannot
close the door to the flow of goods, services,
capital and ideas”.2 For Australia in particular,
what lies behind this door looks promising.
In 2016, Australia’s bilateral trade in goods and
services with Peru totalled some AUD$590 million.
This figure marked a 51.2 per cent increase in

1

2

Adams, David (2018), Peru Has Sent Australia A Bloody
Lovely Message Before Our World Cup Clash, < https://
www.pedestrian.tv/sport/peru-australia-world-cup-videomessage/>, 25 May 2018
Murdoch, Lindsay (2017), APEC summit: Turnbull
announces trade agreement with Peru, <https://www.smh.
com.au/politics/federal/apec-summit-turnbull-announcestrade-agreement-with-peru-20171110-gzifwj.html>, 25
May 2018

3

Foong, David et al (2017), Potential Peru-Australia Free
Trade Agreement: A step forward for exports into Latin
America, <https://www.claytonutz.com/knowledge/2017/
june/potential-peru-australia-free-trade-agreement-a-stepforward-for-exports-into-latin-america> para. 2, 25 May
2018

4

Department of Foreign Affairs and Trade (2017), PeruAustralia Free Trade Agreement: Outcomes at a glance,
< http://dfat.gov.au/trade/agreements/not-yet-in-force/
pafta/pafta-outcomes/Documents/outcomes-at-a-glance.
pdf>, 25 May 2018

5

Fell, James (2018), Peru-Australia Free Trade Agreement
in Agricultural Commodities, Vol. 6, No. 1, 18-19

6

Department of Foreign Affairs and Trade (2017), PeruAustralia Free Trade Agreement Outcomes: Education
services, < http://dfat.gov.au/trade/agreements/not-yetin-force/pafta/pafta-outcomes/Documents/outcomeseducation-services.pdf>, 25 May 2018

7

Andean Airmail & Peruvian Times (2018), Peru-Australia
Trade Agreement “Most Ambitious So Far”, < https://www.
peruviantimes.com/17/peru-australia-trade-agreementmost-ambitious-so-far/30470/>, 25 May 2018

8

Ibid

9

Ibid
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continues to grow steadily.10 Unlike other boom and
bust economies, the wealth that Peru amassed
while enjoying the highest rates of growth in South
America, was subsequently filtered back into broad
economic reforms or used to bolster its foreign
wealth reserves.11
Since then, vast portions of the country have been
lifted out of poverty: between 2005 and 2010
the rate of poverty in Peru fell sharply by 18.7 per
cent.12 Crucially, once the boom had subsided,
this trend continued with poverty rates increasing
for the first time only last year after almost two
decades of improvement.13 Peru’s government has
begun to extend its influence further afield, securing
free trade agreements with the European Union
(EU), the United States (US), and China, among
others.14 The country is now known, along with
Chile, Colombia, Mexico, as one of the four Pacific
Pumas; the collective of economically blossoming
Latin American countries that have cooperated to
sign the Pacific Alliance, a landmark trade pact
which seeks to catapult these economies into the
Asian century.15
It is plain to see why Australia would seek to
capitalise on Peru’s good fortunes, as it has done
with its neighbours in the Asia-Pacific region.
However, Australia has traditionally been hesitant
to establish economic ties with Latin American
countries. To properly appreciate the importance
of the PAFTA, particular regard should be paid to
the broader historical context of Australian-Latin
American relations.

10 Instituto Nacional de Estadística e Informática (2016),
Panorama de la Economía Peruana 1950-2015, 13
< https://www.inei.gob.pe/media/MenuRecursivo/
publicaciones_digitales/Est/Lib1359/index.html>, 25 May
2018
11 The Economist (2014), Oil and Trouble, < https://www.
economist.com/finance-and-economics/2014/10/04/oiland-trouble> , 25 May 2018
12 La República (2011), Probreza se redujo a 30% en el
2010, <https://larepublica.pe/economia/510296pobreza-se-redujo-a-30-en-el-2010> , 25 May 2018
13 Michael Krumholtz (2018), Peru poverty rate rises for
first time in nearly two decades, <https://perureports.
com/2018/04/25/peru-poverty-rate-rises-for-first-time-innearly-two-decades/> , 20 June 2018
14 León Romero, Luciana (2013) Acuerdos Comerciales
del Perú, Imprenta del Congreso de la República: Lima <
http://lucianaleonenaccion.com/libro.pdf> 25 May 2018
15 The Economist (2014), Pacific Pumas, < https://www.
economist.com/special-report/2014/11/13/pacificpumas> 25 May 2018
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Australia’s relationship with Latin America: from
wilful ignorance to a free trade agreement – the
case of Chile
In recent years, a rich literature on Australia-Latin
America diplomacy and trade has developed,
highlighting a multitude of complex factors and
misconceptions that have played a role in stunting
the growth between Australia and Latin America.
The case of Chile reveals a series of stuttered
attempts at trade, exacerbated by the country’s
20th century instability. This contributed to the longprevailing attitude that Latin America was closed
for business, a key determinant in restricting later
cross-pacific cooperation.
Of course, this belief was not the sole factor at play
and, at times there existed very real barriers to
trade. Australia and Latin America have shared a
degree of comparative advantage in commodities,
and there is no doubt that geopolitical alliances
and slow trade liberalisation, coupled with the vast
geographic distances between ports, have also
had a hand in limiting exchanges.16 Nevertheless,
it was ultimately this ‘policy of benign neglect’ that
was the decisive element in limiting the scope of
Australian trade with the continent even once these
practical difficulties had been done away with.17
In the first decades of the 20th century, trade
began in earnest between Australia and Latin
America. In its nascent stages, economic exchange
occurred primarily with these same two countries:
Chile was hungry for Australian coal to feed
to its copper smelting operations, while Peru
imported Australian wheat.18 This was brought to
a premature conclusion by World War I and the
Great Depression.19 In the decades following,
policies of protectionism in the form of high tariffs
prevented trade between Australia and Chile from
recovering.20
16 Abbott, Malcolm & Alexis Esposto (2014) “Complexity in
Trade Relations: Australia and Latin America in Journal of
International Agricultural Trade and Development, Vol. 10,
No. 2, 183-201
17 Carr, Barry & John Minns (2014) Australia and Latin
America: Challenges and Opportunities in the New
Millennium. ANU Press: Canberra, xx
18 Abbott, Malcolm & Alexis Esposto (2014) “Complexity in
Trade Relations: Australia and Latin America in Journal of
International Agricultural Trade and Development, Vol. 10,
No. 2, 183-201
19 Ibid
20 Ibid
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After this period of inactivity, technological
improvements that reduced the cost of shipping
permitted Australia to restart its trade with Chile.
The 1950s and 1960s started brightly for this
enterprise, but it was brought to an abrupt end
with the military coup that overthrew the Allende
government in 1973, exactly when trade was at its
highest.21 So damaging was this experience that
Australia and Chile did not regain trade volumes
equivalent to that of the late 1960s until the early
1990s.22

and that this approach was “short sighted”.27
Unfortunately, the warning was not heeded and
the general disregard for the continent continued.

These factors contributed to Latin America
being regarded as too remote, too corrupt, and
not worth considering for trade relations.23
Australia’s relationship with Chile is a telling
example of the effect that this perception had on
Australian foreign policy in the region. Despite
Chile’s eventual economic recovery, no significant
measures were taken to re-establish links. The
only thing holding the relationship together was
mutual interests in the mining sector, which
during the last two decades still made up 76 per
cent of Australian investment in Chile.24 Although
Chile engaged in trade liberalisation under the
Pinochet regime, relations were hamstrung by the
military government’s restriction on international
cooperation initiatives.25 It was following Chile’s
shift to democracy that the first official visit of
a Chilean president, Patricio Aylwin, to Australia
occurred in 1993.26

Slowly, Australia started to rebuild its trust in Latin
America. Domestically, a watershed moment in
the process of mending ties with the region was
the establishment of the Council on Australia Latin
America Relations in 2001.29 The council has
worked to make up for lost time, funding books on
these relations and providing grants for projects,
with the aim of expediting a change in Australia’s
dealings with Latin America.

Only during the 1990s did voices within Australia
begin to raise concern at the lack of attention that
was being afforded to Latin America. The Standing
Committee on Foreign Affairs, Defence and
Trade addressed the Commonwealth parliament,
pointing out that, while Australia made the most
of its opportunities in Asia, “… little thought is
given to the far-away countries of Latin America”

21 Ibid
22 Ibid
23 Esposto, Alexis & John Fien (2016) “Rediscovering El
Dorado: Australia’s Past and Future Trade Relations with
Latin America” in Kath, Elizabeth (1st ed.) Australian-Latin
American Relations: New Links in a Changing Global
Landscape. Palgrave Macmillan: New York, 105-129
24 Irene Strodthoff (2014) Chile and Australia: Contemporary
Transpacific Connections from the South. Palgrave
Macmillan: United Kingdom, 5

Eight years later, another committee
acknowledged that Australia firms had effectively
“… missed the boat on a range of opportunities
in South America, especially in Brazil…”.28 Other
players in the Pacific did not, and China quickly
overtook the US to become Brazil’s chief partner
in trade.

Real diplomatic strides were taken following
the visit of President Ricardo Lagos in 2003.30
Lagos sought to dispel Australia’s perception
of Latin America as a competitor in trade and
used governmental discourse to spur on the
reimagining of the greater Pacific Ocean as an
important new region for economic growth.31 In
this sense, his visit was a key step in laying this
nation’s free trade agreement with Australia.
Despite these efforts, it was not until 2008 that
Australia signed its free trade agreement with the

27 Senate of Australia (1992), Standing Committee on
Foreign Affairs, Defence and Trade, Australia and Latin
America, Canberra: Commonwealth of Australia, 4.
<http://www.aph.gov.au/Parliamentary_Business/
Committees/Senate_Committees?url=fadt_ctte/
completed_inquiries/pre1996/aust_latin_america/index.
htm.>
28 Joint Standing Committee on Foreign Affairs, Defence
and Trade (2000), Building Australia’s Trade and
Investment Relationship with South America, Canberra:
Commonwealth of Australia, 2. http://www.aph.gov.
au/Parliamentary_Business/Committees/House_of_
Representatives_Committees?url=jfadt/samer/samindex.
htm. Emphasis added.
29 Esposto, Alexis & John Fien (2016) “Rediscovering El
Dorado: Australia’s Past and Future Trade Relations with
Latin America” in Kath, Elizabeth (1st ed.) Australian-Latin
American Relations: New Links in a Changing Global
Landscape. Palgrave Macmillan: New York, 105-129

25 Ibid, 6

30 Irene Strodthoff (2014) Chile and Australia: Contemporary
Transpacific Connections from the South. Palgrave
Macmillan: United Kingdom

26 Ibid, 6

31 Ibid, 82
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then star of Latin American economies, Chile.32
However, this was two years after Chile achieved
the highest nominal GDP in Latin America.33
Chile’s trade agreement has had particular
success insofar as it has permitted a number of
Australian companies, beyond merely enjoying
liberalised trade with Chile, to establish a base of
operations in South America.34 Upon the inception
of the Chile-Australia free trade agreement, some
commentators claimed that Australia had “finally
discovered” Latin America. 35 Even so, it has taken
another decade for a second agreement to be
realised, suggesting how difficult it was to undo
the damage caused by Australia’s indifference
towards Latin America.
This slow change in Australia’s mindset is
also observable in the asymmetrical links that
persisted after agreement with Chile coming into
effect. 36 For example, Lagos’ visit to Australia was
positively reported upon by Chilean media but,
while crucial in the rekindling of Chile-Australia
relations, was mostly overlooked by the Australian
press. More telling still, three of the last five
Chilean presidents have made the journey across
the Pacific; however there has been no reciprocal
state visit by an Australian prime minister to
Santiago.37
In contrast to the Chilean case, the PAFTA
suggests that Australia has moved beyond testing
the waters with Latin America. Concurrently to
negotiating the PAFTA, Australia signed the TPP
and continued working to join the Pacific Alliance.
It is precisely through this paradigm that the
32 Kenyon, Don & Pierre van der Eng, From strangers to
partners in the hemisphere: New Prospects in Australia’s
Economic Relations with Latin America
33 World Economic Forum (2009), The Global
Competitiveness Report 2009-2010, < https://web.
archive.org/web/20101030003958/http://www.weforum.
org/pdf/GCR09/GCR20092010fullrankings.pdf>, 25 May
2018
34 Kenyon, Don & Pierre van der Eng, From strangers to
partners in the hemisphere: New Prospects in Australia’s
Economic Relations with Latin America, 22
35 Kath, Elizabeth & Raul Sanchez Urribarri (2012),
Australia finally ‘discovers’ Latin America; time now to
forge relationships, < https://theconversation.com/
australia-finally-discovers-latin-america-time-now-to-forgerelationships-9481>, 26 May 2018
36 Irene Strodthoff (2014) Chile and Australia: Contemporary
Transpacific Connections from the South. Palgrave
Macmillan: United Kingdom, 105
37 Ibid, 97
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PAFTA’s importance can be understood: not as
another tentative step towards trade with the
broader Pacific region, but rather a deliberate
move to reinforce Australia’s new role as a
stepping stone for trade between Asia and Latin
America.
The PAFTA and beyond:
Australia’s new role in the Pacific
This rethinking of Australia’s Asia-centric
orientation in the Pacific puts Australia in a
unique position. The Asian Century: White Paper
recognised that, if it aligns itself correctly, Australia
should seize the chance to act as the “connecting
rod” between both sides of the Pacific, particularly
if it takes part in the Pacific Alliance.38 Given that
this is now within reach, Australia appears ready
to embrace its new role in the Pacific and gain
maximum benefit from its neighbours, both near
and far.
In the lead up to signing the PAFTA, a new
embassy was opened in Bogotá, to service
Colombia and Venezuela and new flight routes
between the continents were established.39 In
light of the great strides taken to overcome the
diplomatic inertia of the past, these occurrences
may now seem common place. However, together
with the signing of the PAFTA, they add to the
sensation that these last few years symbolise a
turning point in Australian foreign policy strategy
with Latin America
Projections for the future of Australia’s trade with
Latin America are overwhelmingly positive.40 Now,
having shed the misconceptions that stifled past
attempts, Australia can realise its potential with
one of the fastest growing regions in world and
redefine itself within an increasingly wide Pacific.

38 Australian Government (2010), Australia in the Asian
Century: White Paper. Canberra, 208-9
39 Department of Foreign Affairs and Trade (2017), New
Australian Embassy in Colombia,
< http://dfat.gov.au/news/news/Pages/new-australianembassy-in-colombia.aspx>, 25 May 2018;
Mulligan, Mark (2017), LATAM’s Enrique Cueto makes
good on a decades-old vision, <http://www.afr.com/
lifestyle/travel/world/latams-enrique-cueto-makes-goodon-a-decadesold-vision-20171024-gz6xn3>, 25 May 2018
40 Esposto, Aleix (2014), Latin America the overlooked
trade giant of Australia’s G20, <https://theconversation.
com/latin-america-the-overlooked-trade-giant-ofaustralias-g20-33944>, 25 May 2018
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Despite its importance as Australia’s number
one trading partner,1 Australia still views China
dichotomously: with both optimism and suspicion.
The optimistic side of this relationship is centred
on trade and the seemingly limitless potential for
Australian business. The suspicion is concentrated
on tensions in South China Sea and the extent of
China’s influence in Australian politics and civil
society.2 While the debate over China’s place in
Australian business, politics and society unfolds,
cooperation on climate change is sometimes
overlooked. In view of this gap, this article posits
that Australia should expand its cooperation with
China by focusing on critical projects, such as the
Belt and Road Initiative (BRI).
Climate change is recognised by both countries
as a significant threat to security and social
and economic prosperity. Released in 2017,
the Australian Foreign Policy White Paper
recognises that ‘climate change will sometimes
impede economic development, drive additional
displacement and, if left unchecked, add to
global stresses on the supply of food and
water’.3 Similarly, in China, climate change and
environmental protection are considered priorities
of the state government. Although China is still
responsible for the majority of CO2 emissions
and faces an array of environmental challenges,
including air pollution in China’s major cities,
it increasingly recognises and acts on climate
change. China recently formed the Ministry for
Ecology and the Environment to respond to
climate change. This was previously the domain of
the economically focused National Development
and Reform Commission (NDRC).4 China is
on track to surpass its Paris Climate Accords
commitments before the mandated 2030 through
positioning itself as the world’s largest producer

1

2

Department of Foreign Affairs and Trade (DFAT) 2017,
‘Australia’s Top 10 Two-Way Trading Partners,’ http://dfat.
gov.au/trade/resources/trade-at-a-glance/Pages/default.
aspx.
Parag Khanna 2017, ‘Thucydides Trap or Tug of War?’
The National Interest 191, 43-44; Mitch McGowan
2018, ‘Chinese Government Exerts Influence Across
Australian Society, MPs Told,’ The Guardian, https://www.
theguardian.com/australia-news/2018/jan/31/chinesegovernment-exerts-influence-across-australian-societymps-told.

3

Department of Foreign Affairs and Trade [DFAT] 2017,
‘Australian Foreign Policy White Paper,’ https://www.
fpwhitepaper.gov.au/, 84.

4

David Stanway 2018, ‘China Shake-up Gives Climate
Change Responsibility to Environment Ministry,’ Reuters,
https://www.reuters.com/article/china-parliamentenvironment/china-shake-up-gives-climate-changeresponsibility-to-environment-ministry-idUSL3N1QV23P.
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of wind and solar energy.5 Finally, the importance
of climate change was made clear in President
Xi Jinping’s speech to the 19th Communist
Party Congress in 2017, where he mentioned
the ‘environment’ more times than China’s
‘economy’.6 Indeed, President Xi has argued that
action on climate change is necessary ‘for the
sake of human survival’.7
Collaboration on climate change is not a new area
of cooperation between Australia and China. In
2004, Australia and China launched the Bilateral
Climate Change Partnership. This agreement
developed further under the Abbott Government
to include an annual Ministerial Dialogue and
‘practical, collaborative projects in areas of mutual
interest’.8 Nonetheless, these partnerships so
far have not translated into a deeper sense of
cooperation on climate change. Although Chinese
companies continue to invest in renewable energy
sources in Australia,9 the drive to collaborate
on climate action appears to have dissipated.
This is captured by suggestions that the Turnbull
Government rejected an offer from the Chinese
government to issue a joint statement on climate
change in 2017.10 Instead, the Australia–China
relationship is increasingly dominated by
accusations of foreign interference.11

5

Xin Wang and Shuwei Zhang, ‘Exploring Linkages among
China’s 2030 Climate Targets,’ Climate Policy 17, no. 4
(2017): 458–69.

6

Bloomberg News 2017, ‘Xi’s Speech had 89 Mentions of
the Environment, Just 70 of the Economy,’ https://www.
bloomberg.com/news/articles/2017-10-18/in-xi-s-visionfor-china-environment-edges-out-economy.

7

President Xi Jinping 2017, ‘Speech at the 19th National
Congress of the Communist Party of China,’ http://www.
xinhuanet.com/english/download/Xi_Jinping’s_report_
at_19th_CPC_National_Congress.pdf, 53.

8

DFAT 2018, ‘China country brief’, http://dfat.gov.au/geo/
china/pages/china-country-brief.aspx.

9

Institute for Energy Economics and Financial Analysis
2017, ‘China 2017 Review: World’s Second Biggest
Economy Continues to Drive Global Trends in Energy
Investment,’16

10 Fergus Hunter 2017, ‘Government Denies Claims It
Knocked Back Chinese Climate Change Offer and Reveals
Joint Action Plan,’ The Sydney Morning Herald, https://
www.smh.com.au/politics/federal/government-deniesclaims-it-knocked-back-chinese-climate-change-offer-andreveals-joint-action-plan-20170920-gyl3j5.html.
11 Tony Walker 2018, ‘Australia Needs to Reset the
Relationship with China and Stay Cool,’ The Conversation,
https://theconversation.com/australia-needs-to-reset-therelationship-with-china-and-stay-cool-97370.
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Contemporaneously, China has sought
cooperation with other regional and national
partners on climate action. In the period following
President Trump’s election in November 2016,
China has engaged with numerous sub-national
and national actors to spur climate change action.
China committed to enhanced action on climate
change with California; formed partnerships with
the European Union and Canada to champion
the Paris Agreement; and has issued statements
on climate change with France and Canada .12
These partnerships and statements – however
symbolic – are illustrative of China’s desire to be
in the ‘driving seat in international cooperation
to respond to climate action’.13 This ambition is
epitomised by China’s plans to spend US$360
billion on clean energy by 2020.14 China’s active
approach to engaging with climate change action
may be informed by the predicted consequences
and challenges the region will face from climate
change. The Asian Development Bank argues
climate change will lead to ‘dire consequences’
for the Asia-Pacific, as modelling shows the region
is ‘likely to suffer more from climate change than
the world average, if no action is taken’.15 This
increases the potential for irregular migratory
patterns, and poses a risk to food and human
security.
Climate change also creates an opportunity for
sustainable development. China – previously
slow to make progress on climate action and
environmental protection – has sought to
harness the potential of renewable energy and
sustainable design. It leads the world in solar
and wind energy and in areas including electric

12 Government of Canada 2017, ‘Canada-China Joint
Statement on Climate Change and Clean Growth,’ http://
www.canadainternational.gc.ca/china-chine/highlightsfaits/2017/2017-12-07a.aspx?lang=eng; United Nations
2018, ‘China and France Joint Presidential Statement
on Climate Change,’ https://unfccc.int/news/china-andfrance-joint-presidential-statement-on-climate-change.
13 Zheping, H 2017, ‘What China’s New Era Looks Like, in
Xi Jinping’s Own Words’, Quartz, accessed from https://
qz.com/1106365/chinas-19th-party-congress-speechtext-what-xi-jinping-said-on-climate-south-china-sea-taiwantechnology/,
14 United Nations Environment Programme & Bloomberg New
Energy Finance 2017, ‘Global Trends in Renewable Energy
Investment in 2017,’ 22.
15 Asian Development Bank, ‘The Economics of Climate
Change in Southeast Asia: A Regional Review,’ April 2009,
xxii.

vehicle production.16 The Chinese government has
sought to embrace that opportunity, despite facing
challenges linked with the rapidity of its economic
transformation and embrace of clean energy.17
Conversely, Australia’s climate change record has
been uneven. Australia has made progress at the
sub-national level, where investment in renewable
energy and energy storage technologies is
strong.18 For example, the Australian Capital
Territory is on track to supply its electricity grid
with 100% renewable energy by 2020.19 But at
the national level, studies show that Australia is
not on track to meet its Paris targets.20 Despite
differing levels of ambition and action on climate
change, Australia and China could benefit from
a cooperative approach to climate change
mitigation and adaptation. Fox has argued that it
is in Australia’s national interest to engage with
China on climate change in relation to human and
comprehensive security issues.21 Kwok identifies
the potential for Australia and China to collaborate
on low carbon cities and the research and
development of renewable technology.22
These ideas suggest avenues for Australia–China

16 Kejun Jiang 2017, ‘Technological Progress in Developing
Renewable Energies’, in L Song, R Garnaut, C Fang, & L
Johnston (eds), China’s New Sources of Economic Growth:
Human Capital, Innovation and Technological Change,
Australian National University Press, Canberra, 315;
International Energy Agency 2017, ‘Global EV Outlook
2017,’ https://www.iea.org/publications/freepublications/
publication/GlobalEVOutlook2017.pdf.
17 Zhang Chun, ‘Smoggy Hebei Offers Hope China Can Win
War on Air Pollution,’ Climate Change News, 2016, http://
www.climatechangenews.com/2016/02/15/smoggyhebei-offers-hope-china-can-win-war-on-air-pollution/.
18 Giles Parkinson 2018, ‘South Australia Rides Renewables
Boom to Become Electricity Exporter,’ The Guardian,
https://www.theguardian.com/australia-news/2018/
jun/05/south-australia-rides-renewables-boom-to-becomeelectricity-exporter.
19 Andrew Stock and Greg Bourne 2016, ‘Territory Trailblazer:
How the ACT Became the Renewable Capital of Australia,’
Climate Council, https://www.climatecouncil.org.au/
resources/act-report/.
20 Amy Remeikis 2017, ‘Australia Failing to Meet Paris
Targets and More Renewables Needed, Report Says,’
The Guardian, https://www.theguardian.com/australianews/2017/sep/25/australia-failing-to-meet-paris-targetsand-more-renewables-needed-report-says.
21 Natasha Fox 2016, ‘A Greener Dragon? Climate Change
Lessons and Opportunities for Cooperation between China
and Australia,’ Indo-Pacific Strategic Papers, Centre for
Defence and Strategic Studies.
22 Jackson Kwok 2017, ‘Climate Change and Green Energy:
Australia Should Warm to China,’ http://chinamatters.org.
au/stance/climate-change-green-energy-australia-warmchina/,
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cooperation on climate change and sustainable
development.
Australia should consider expanding the scope of
its cooperation by working with China on its Belt
and Road Initiative (BRI), particularly in relation to
sustainable development across the Indo-Pacific.
An infrastructure investment project, the BRI
is designed to improve and enhance trade and
commerce links to meet a trillion-dollar shortfall in
infrastructure funding.23 However, at the moment
the BRI has been viewed in Australia as the use
of economic power for strategic ends.24 The
Australian Government has declined to join the
BRI on the basis that there is not an economic
case to do so. This decision may have been
at least partly motivated by fears over China’s
strategic intentions.25 Unless Australia shifts its
position, it may miss the chance to expand the
bilateral relationship and to work on an area of
mutual interest: climate change and sustainable
development.
Australia should engage with China on the BRI
to ensure that the BRI is oriented not simply
towards filling the infrastructure gap, but also
aiding sustainable development. The BRI has
already spurred AUD$8 billion in exports of solar
equipment from China, suggesting some positive
environmental outcomes can be linked to the
BRI.26 This reflects President Xi’s claim that
the BRI will be ‘green, low-carbon, circular and
sustainable’.27

23 Asian Development Bank 2017, ‘Asia Infrastructure Needs
Exceed $1.7 Trillion Per Year, Double Previous Estimates,’
https://www.adb.org/news/asia-infrastructure-needsexceed-17-trillion-year-double-previous-estimates.
24 DFAT 2017, ‘Australian Foreign Policy White Paper,’ https://
www.fpwhitepaper.gov.au/: ‘Economic power is also being
used for strategic ends. We are already seeing increasing
competition over regional economic integration, including
in the financing of infrastructure projects.’ Gal Luft 2018,
‘Silk-Road 2.0: US Strategy Toward China’s Belt and Road
Initiative,’ Atlantic Council Strategy Papers 11, 3.
25 Andrew Greene and Andrew Probyn 2017, ‘One Belt, One
Road: Australian Strategic Concerns over Beijing’s Bid for
Global Trade Dominance,’ ABC, http://www.abc.net.au/
news/2017-10-22/australian-concerns-over-beijing-onebelt-one-road-trade-bid/9074602.
26 Institute for Energy Economics and Financial Analysis
2017, ‘China 2017 Review: World’s Second Biggest
Economy Continues to Drive Global Trends in Energy
Investment,’16.
27 Asit Biswas & Kris Hartley 2017, ‘China’s Green Planning
for the World Starts with Infrastructure’, The Conversation,
accessed from https://theconversation.com/chinas-greenplanning-for-the-world-starts-with-infrastructure-85438.
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However, the BRI has been criticised for its
contributions to resource-intensive projects and its
role in the development of new thermal coal power
plants, both of which serve to exacerbate climate
change.28
The BRI is an enormous endeavour that could
aggravate environmental concerns, especially
as the BRI contains only voluntary guidelines
for environmental protection.29 Nonetheless,
Australia’s support in strengthening sustainable
development through the BRI might provide
some reassurance that the BRI will improve
environmental outcomes in the Indo-Pacific. For
example, Australia might join the BRI as a show
of support for the Beijing-led initiative, while
stressing the need for more attention to climate
change mitigation and adaptation in the design of
BRI-related projects.30 In doing so, Australia and
China could develop their relationship through the
mutual interest of slowing carbon emissions. The
BRI not only means more trade and commerce
in the Indo-Pacific, which would be beneficial
for China and Australia’s economies, but would
create opportunities for sustainable development.
Australia still has work to do at the domestic level
to ensure that it meets its own Paris targets, but
it should also concentrate on climate change and
the BRI as a way of improving Australia-China
relations.
Australia could improve relations with China by
expanding the scope of cooperation on climate
change. Both states recognise climate change
as a critical issue for their future security and
prosperity, but the mechanisms and agreements
in place have failed to generate significant
cooperative efforts. For Australia, the BRI may
be a way to stimulate deeper and more frequent
cooperation with China while ensuring that the BRI
produces positive environmental outcomes for the
region.

28 Elizabeth Economy 2017, ‘Why China is No Climate
Leader’, Politico, https://www.politico.com/magazine/
story/2017/06/12/why-china-is-no-climateleader-215249.
29 Shouqing Zhu 2017, ‘4 Ways China’s Belt and Road
Initiative Could Support Sustainable Infrastructure’, World
Resources Institute, http://www.wri.org/blog/2017/05/4ways-china%E2%80%99s-belt-and-road-initiative-couldsupport-sustainable-infrastructure.
30 Zhu 2017, ‘4 Ways China’s Belt and Road Initiative Could
Support Sustainable Infrastructure’.
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